


MORSE



MORSE
DESIGNED BY THE PURPLE INK STUDIO BANGALORE

Evolving from the most fundamental elements of geometry; the point and the line form the 
alphabets of the language. The Morse code is one of the simplest ways to communicate, only 
using points and lines. Volumes can be spoken with this language of fundamentals. 

If walls had a story to tell, what would you want them to say?

Dimensions 300x150mm

Color Iced steel

Texture Porous/gold

SCAN HERE

FOR MORE PATTERNS

Visit www.thenuancestudio.com to know more



PALARIC



PALARIC

Dimensions 2700x450x150
x300x600

Color Indian grey

Texture Travertine

Inspired by the timeless design of flutes, the Palaric wall panels provide a skewed 
perspective toward the idea of unbalanced harmony. Their design opens one's eyes to the 
possibilities of seamlessness through the pursuit of dissimilarity. The variance in width, the 
earthy concrete texture, and the effects created by the shadows offer the right ingredients 
to flaunt a wall that will blend into your space with authority. Through its unusual appeal, it 
retains a minimal and clean approach to luxury.

SCAN HERE

FOR MORE PATTERNS



MEGAHOUND



MEGAHOUND

Dimensions 150x88

Color Charcoal/
earthwhite

Texture Natural/
reflective

The oversized houndstooth pattern provides a noticeable three-dimensional perspective, 
while the contrast colours draw light differently, in an alternating fashion, leaving its appeal to 
the eyes of the beholder. The houndstooth’s age-old universal appeal ensures a long impactful 
lifetime for the panels.

SCAN HERE

FOR MORE PATTERNS



BARADO



It is designed to be versatile and elegant, with minimalistic geometries. Our aim is to create 
an effect where the panel blends in with its environment, through a delicate interplay of light 
and shadow.This panel is not just limited to modern spaces, it can be used to add a touch of 
elegance and style to any room. Whether it is used to create an accent wall, or as a backdrop 
in a home office or bedroom, the effect of the panel is sure to impress.

SCAN HERE

FOR MORE PATTERNS

BARADO
DESIGNED BY DIEGO MASSIO & LEONARDO MANAVELLA ARGENTINA

Dimensions 600x600mm

Color Urban taupe

Texture Porous



VERTIGLOW



A simple, versatile panel that is enhanced by the addition of lighting elements that provide a 
great capacity to generate different scenes It is an excellent choice for accent lighting, task 
lighting, and ambient lighting, providing an easy solution to designer to create a unique 
atmosphere in any space.

VERTIGLOW
DESIGNED BY DIEGO MASSIO & LEONARDO MANAVELLA ARGENTINA

Dimensions 1000x450mm
102x1000mm

Color Melted alloy

Texture Porous

SCAN HERE

FOR MORE PATTERNS



LINEA



Nuance Studio’s LINEA_ARC_WAFFD Series dodges the cliche by embracing a design 
language that conveys new meaning to creative expression. Residing in-between 
modernism and the traditional rules of design, the Linea series offers a masterful play of 
curves – arcs – and a woven – waffd – pattern that can be placed together in several 
combinations of one's liking. A truly one-of-a-kind design that will force people to have 
second looks.

LINEA

Dimensions 300x300mm

Color Sage green

Texture Porous

SCAN HERE

FOR MORE PATTERNS



ECLIPSE



The ethereal opulence on display from the ECLIPSE_HALO ECLIPSE panels is unparalleled and 
unfathomable. Yet, the series inspires one to watch in awe the grandeur and the finesse in the 
design and craftsmanship. From the concrete panel emerges a light source with provisions for 
customisation by manipulating its focus, spread, and wash.

ECLIPSE

Dimensions 600x600mm

Color Charcoal

Texture Travertime

SCAN HERE

FOR MORE PATTERNS



CUBOS



A sophisticated and minimalist model is created with a minimal element infinitely repeated 
and linear volumes providing versatility. The linear volumes of this element give it versatility, 
allowing it to be used in different ways. This makes the design more versatile and varied, 
allowing it to take on different forms depending on the needs of the project. Whether it's a 
single element or multiple ones, they create a unique and modern look. The linear volumes 
also make this element easier to work with, something that is important in any high-quality 
design. 

CUBOS
DESIGNED BY DIEGO MASSIO & LEONARDO MANAVELLA ARGENTINA

Dimensions 450x450mm

Color Powdered 
mocha

Texture Porous

SCAN HERE

FOR MORE PATTERNS



CONFINI



Simplicity can be beautiful. For those with an eye for aesthetics, the clean and minimal design 
speaks volumes. However, CONFINI also appeals to everyone else. These wall panels are 
designed with simple straight lines to appease the visual and touch senses. This series of 
panels offer a subtle enhancement to one’s living space without overpowering the existing 
aesthetic. Like a gentle breeze, they flow into the room with inimitable luxe. They harmonize 
with their surroundings with ease and versatility. 

CONFINI

Dimensions 2400x600mm

Color Melted alloy

Texture Rugged

SCAN HERE

FOR MORE PATTERNS



SWAVE



Swave design features a more natural search, resulting in a decorative module with a distinct 
character. Spatial transformation was used to create a pattern of orthogonal lines. The 
beauty of this design is that it can be used for both residential and commercial projects. 
Whether you’re looking for a unique design for your living room or a modern facade for your 
project, the model offers a plethora of options. Plus, it’s easy to handle, so even the most 
novice of users can create beautiful patterns with ease.

SWAVE
DESIGNED BY DIEGO MASSIO & LEONARDO MANAVELLA ARGENTINA

Dimensions 250X1250mm

Color

Texture

SCAN HERE

FOR MORE PATTERNS



MOBIUS STRIP



MOBIUS STRIP
DESIGNED BY SUMESSH MENON ASSOCIATES

Dimensions 50x450mm

Color Melted alloy 

Texture Natural

An abstract interpretation of the Mobius strip, the “Mobius Strip by Sumessh Menon” acts as 
an allegory for the endless continuum of pattern that is seen meandering across the panel 
and how we experience its transition in a non- linear way. When you try to trace its form in a 
linear format, you lose track and similarly when you try to track it in an inclined form too you 
end up losing focus. The pattern is thus aptly emblematic, of how we lose track of time or 
focus in the modern age.

SCAN HERE

FOR MORE PATTERNS


